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It's never a good idea to be overlyÃ¢â‚¬â€œrelient on technology while traveling! Look up words

quickly and easily with this great little Tagalog dictionary.Intended for use by tourists, students, and

business people traveling to The Philippines Pocket Tagalog Dictionary is an essential tool for

communication and a great way to learn Tagalog. It features all the essential Tagalog vocabulary

appropriate for beginning to intermediate students. It's handy pocket format and easy-to read type

will make any future trip to The Philippines much easier. In addition to being an excellent English to

Tagalog dictionary and Tagalog to English dictionary Pocket Tagalog Dictionary contains important

notes on the Tagalog language, Tagalog grammar and Tagalog pronunciation. All Filipino words are

written in English and Tagalog so that in the case of difficulties the book can simply be shown to the

person the user is trying to communicate with. This dictionary contains: The 3,000 most commonly

used words in the Tagalog language. TagalogÃ¢â‚¬â€œEnglish and EnglishÃ¢â‚¬â€œTagalog

sections. An introduction to and history of the Tagalog language. Information on Tagalog grammar.

A guide to pronouncing Tagalog correctly.Other books from this bestselling series you might enjoy

are: Pocket Vietnamese Dictionary, Pocket Cambodian Dictionary, Pocket Thai Dictionary, Pocket

Indonesian Dictionary, and Pocket Malay Dictionary.
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Renato Perdon is a native Tagalog speaker now living in Sydney, Australia. He is an accredited

translator both from and to Tagalog and also edits the Tagalog language section of the community



newspaper Bayanihan News.

Great buy book or pocket dictionary very detailed. Recommended.

It's okay If you're just planning a short stay as a tourist.

One of many books I will read before my vacation.

Tagalog pocket dictionary for my Filipino relative going to the Philippines. It is a great way for people

to learn Tagalog words and for people to look up words. It is easy to read and easy to look up words

you are looking for. It goes from English to Tagalog and vice versa. I would recommend this

dictionary by Renato Perdon. I hope I can pick up a few words to use in my vocabulary.

I bought this dictionary as a gift, choosing this one because of it's "pocket" size feature and being

quite cheap.After receiving it, I was very surprised at how simplistic this book is, and is quite big for

being "pocket size". I have a different brand of pocket dictionary of another foreign language that is

quite small and use very religiously. This Tagalog one pales in comparison to what I used and what

I was expecting.There are no pronuciation explanations, as I guess they assume you know how to

pronounce the words already. But then again, reading Tagalog is pretty straightfoward, as opposed

to trying to read, say, Chinese or Russian, where the characters are totally different. But you

wouldn't even know where to accent the syllables either...A total for 88 pages with 44 pages

devoted to each Tagalog - English, and English - Tagalog. I guess you get what you pay for. And

I'm not paying this much for this book. I'm returning this one!

Bought this as a gift for a friend and she loved it. It's small and pocket-sized, which is very great for

travel. You're not going to learn Tagalog from this book, but it's great for beginners. I'm not fluent in

Tagalog by all means, but it was great to review some things. Great buy!

I wish it had more words.

I many dictionaries guides to Tagalog. BUT this is the one that goes with me on my person always

when I am in the Philippines. This also the one the Filipinos stock in their bookstores which should

tell you something.
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